
Rewind Man

			The Rewind Man, who stalks along,
			His suit made out of twine.
			One look from him and you're gone,
			Lost in the stream of time.

			With eyes like arrows and a smile
			You'll think he is a friend.
			But escape using all your guile,
			'Fore you hear "Let's try that again".

	There you go: Spooky time ghost thing.  That's what the Rewind Man is.  He's a guy in a twine suit (which I guess is a thing?) with rewind arrows for eyes who will show up behind you when you barely expect it, smiles, and say "Let's try that again".  When he does you get those weird streams of static that used to appear when you were rewinding a tape- I think they were called scan lines?- and time will move backwards.  You will be rewound.  Hence his name.  "Rewind Man".  And he his eyes are rewind arrows.  So that's also how he got his name.

			If you fail, then my friend,
			I fear that he has won.
			His eyes will glow, time will freeze
			and then you will be gone.

			Lost forever,
			Gone forever,
			Away into time.

			Lost forever,
			Gone forever,
			Off to re-live your life.

	There's really no knowing where the Rewind Man will send you, the only clue to it given by Hedgegrove was that it was "as unknowable as Death", which I take to mean that you don't really get it until you experience it and then it's sort of too late.  Anyways, once you've been rewound you're the exact person you were: So let's backup (heh) and say that the Rewind Man finds me and rewinds me back to 1994.  I would have been about 7, so I- my 29 year-old self- wouldn't take the place of little 7 year-old Yancy, instead it would be like my mind was crammed back inside my 7 year-old body.  So I'd have my memories of my life and I'd know that when I was 8 my parents would go on a trial separation and I'd win the science fair with a board about Halley's comet (It was really cool: I built a scale model of Halley's Comet out of Modge Podge, and read all up on it.  I still want to try to see Halley's Comet when it flies by next, which should be in 2061. It'll be awesome. I have a T-shirt. It should still fit.  I'll be, what, 74?  If it doesn't I'll get a new Halley's Comet t-shirt).  As time goes on all of the memories and regrets that I built up those 22 years would become a distant memory, sort of like all of the memories and regrets I had when I was 7.  I don't remember much about being 7.  I think I got a guitar for Christmas, and I was going to learn to play, but then it was hard and I quit.

			The Rewind Man
			The Rewind Man
			Oh please do hear my call

			The Rewind Man
			The Rewind Man
			Because this has all happened before.

	Oh, fun fact about the Rewind Man: He feed on regret.  That's why he sends you back in time, and how he chooses you.  Because there's something you regret.  Now, again, you may be sent back to that exact moment, or you may be sent back a decade before.  Who knows?  But it's that deep circular energy that so often is twirling around inside of us that the Rewind Man thinks is just the greatest meal on earth.  Like a bacon-cheeseburger pizza or something.  Throw some cheesecake in there too.  What can I say, I like cheese.  And, yes, I have cholesterol issues.  But if you want me to change then you better call the Rewind Man.
